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RIDE OR DIE
Brit’s loyal boyfriend of five years,
Sam Asghari — who sported a
#FreeBritney tee ahead of the
court date — was seen
accompanying her around L.A.
following the dramatic hearing.

BRITNEY

ROAD TO
tronger than yesterday:
After more than a decade
of suffering in silence,
Britney Spears is finally
feeling optimistic again.
An OK! insider reveals
that ever since Britney,
39, gave an impassioned
courtroom speech on June 23 lobbying
for her freedom — from a 13-year
conservatorship in which every aspect
of her life has been controlled — she
“feels so relieved, like a huge weight
has been lifted off her shoulders.” The
pop star, who spoke via phone at the
court hearing, detailed the “abusive”
reality of the conservatorship that her
dad, Jamie Spears, enacted in 2008
and begged the judge, “I just want my
life back.”

S
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EMOTIONAL PLEA
Dozens of supporters circled the
courthouse as Britney read her
statement. The singer revealed she’d
been stripped of all her autonomy,
forced to take medication, undergo
rehab stays and psychological
evaluations against her will and
cannot make her own financial
decisions while earning millions.
Britney even stated that she’s
prevented from removing a birth
control device despite her desire to
have more children. The punitive
terms of the conservatorship are
“doing me way more harm than good,”
she declared. “I deserve to have a life.”
The insider tells OK! Britney
appeared in court two years ago
with the same concerns but “felt

AFTER LOBBYING TO BE
RELEASED FROM HER
CONTROLLING
CONSERVATORSHIP,
BRITNEY SPEARS IS
FINALLY FEELING
CONFIDENT ABOUT
THE FUTURE
no one was listening or believed
her. So she had to be bold and share
these personal details to make
them understand how she feels.”
Now, after years of trying to extricate
herself from the conservatorship — her
appeals reportedly date back to 2014
— Britney’s confidence has returned.
“This time, she believes she was heard
and that things will change,” says the
insider, who adds that Britney’s more
than ready to make her own decisions,
including setting her tour schedules
and settling down with boyfriend
Sam Asghari, 27. “This hearing gave
her the morale boost she needed
ahead of the next [July 14] court
date,” adds the insider. “Britney
won’t stop fighting until the
conservatorship is dropped.”
OK!

BINDI’S

FAMILY FEUD
n Father’s
Day, new
mom Bindi
Irwin, 22,
who
welcomed
daughter
Grace on March 25,
turned to Instagram to
celebrate her husband,
Chandler Powell, her
late father, Steve Irwin,
and her father-in-law,
Chris Powell. Noticeably
missing from her post:
her granddad, Bob
Irwin. When a fan asked
why she’d left him out,
the wildlife warrior
lashed out against her
paternal grandfather for
what she described as a
lifetime of neglect and
“psychological abuse”
and claimed he’d shown
“no interest” in
spending time with her
family, despite their
generous outreach.
Bob, 82, had a falling
out with the family
shortly after the 2006
death of his son over the
direction the Irwins’
beloved Australia Zoo
was being run by Steve’s
widow, Bindi’s mom,

O
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Terri. According to
an insider, Bindi’s
uncharacteristically
harsh comments were
simply a bid to defend
her loved ones before
her estranged
grandfather speaks out
again. “The word is
Bob’s ready to launch
another attack against
them for turning [the
zoo] into a commercial
tourist trap,” spills the
insider. “Bindi and Terri
are devastated and say
they’re at their wits’ end
trying to mend fences
with Bob, who just
wants nothing to do
with them.”
While the Dancing
With the Stars champ
“saw it as her duty” to
go on the offensive and
protect her immediate
family, “she’s opened up
a real Pandora’s box,”
the insider laments,
noting things could get
ugly. “Bob doesn’t have
a history of holding his
tongue, and after Bindi’s
accusations, a lot of
skeletons may come
out of the Irwin family’s
closet.”

ROLE
CALL

Ratings for the current
season of the dating
show fell even further
in the second episode.
“Producers think a big
name would help,” spills
an insider.

While Blake was the one
who received a sweet
shoutout from Gwen on
Father’s Day, “Gavin wants him
to know there’s a difference
between being a dad and
stepdad,” says a
source.

JULIANNE

THE NEXT
BACHELORETTE?
Will she accept this rose? An insider says
producers would love to have Julianne
Hough as the next Bachelorette in the hopes
of giving the show a major ratings bump.
“ABC execs are desperate to shake things
up,” explains the insider, pointing out that
viewership for the Season 17 premiere with
lead Katie Thurston, 30, was an all-time low
for the franchise. “Now that Julianne won’t
be returning to Dancing With the Stars this
fall, they think people would love to see her
somewhere else on the network,” the insider
adds. Julianne, 32, who filed for divorce from
former hockey pro Brooks Laich, 38, last
November and was romantically linked to
actor Ben Barnes, 39, earlier this year, “would
no doubt be excited by the prospect,” dishes
the insider. Julianne, who recently joked
that a “great body” is her biggest turn-on
when it comes to dating, “has never been
afraid to try new things,”
the insider says. “And
she would definitely
add some spice to the
show.” Sounds like
she’s The One!

GAVIN & BLAKE’S

SERIOUS
SIT-DOWN
addy issues! Now
that Blake Shelton
is finally set to wed
Gwen Stefani, her
ex-hubby, Gavin
Rossdale, wants to
have a man-to-man convo
with him to discuss
parenting duties, a source
tells OK! Blake, 45, who will
officially become stepdad to
Gwen and Gavin’s sons,
Kingston, 15, Zuma, 12, and
Apollo, 7, “is super excited
about it, but Gavin wants to
lay down some ground
rules,” explains the source.
“He’s gotten ticked off at
Blake in the past for
seemingly overstepping his
bounds, and is ready to

D

make it clear he has final
authority with the boys.”
Gavin, 55, whose 14-year
marriage to Gwen, 51,
imploded in 2015 after he
was accused of cheating on
her with their nanny, “also
wants to make it clear that
badmouthing him in front of
the kids won’t be tolerated,”
says the source. The Bush
rocker is eager to meet with
Blake before he and Gwen
tie the knot later this
summer, as “he’d like to say
his piece sooner rather than
later,” notes the source.
“Gavin may still be on rocky
terms with Gwen, but he’ll
always be a part of those
boys’ lives.”

THIS WEEK

BRAD

CHRIS

HEADING EAST?
He’s one of
Tinseltown’s
biggest A-listers,
but Chris Evans is
looking to return
to Massachusetts
and put down
roots, a pal tells
OK! The Captain
America star,
40, “talks about
settling down in
the town where
he grew up
outside Boston,” shares the friend. “It’s
a quiet, peaceful little place where he
can kick back and spend more time with
his family, including his mom, who runs
a nearby youth theater where Chris got
his start. And no one makes a big fuss
over him, which he really appreciates.”
The hunky Knives Out actor, whose long
list of high-profile exes includes Jessica
Biel and Minka Kelly, is also ready for
a more down-to-earth dating life, adds
the pal. “In fact, word is he’s been seeing
someone on the East Coast for a few
months,” shares the friend. “She’s not in
the business and is low-key, which suits
Chris just fine. He’s had it with the whole
Hollywood scene.” After all, there’s no
place like home!

ERIKA’S

FINDS HIS ZEN
ust say om! Brad Pitt has always
been a laid-back kind of guy —
and a source says that these
days, he’s basically bohemian!
“Brad overhauled his life to be
super hippy-dippy. He spends
his free time meditating or doing
sculpture,” spills the source, adding
that when the star socializes, “it’s
always with his new group of artsy
friends.” The Oscar winner, 57 — who
is still locked in a custody battle with
his estranged ex Angelina Jolie over
custody of their five minor children
— has also reportedly been spending
time with Swedish indie singer Lykke
Li, 35. “It makes sense,” says the
source. “Recently, he’s been attracted
to eccentric, creative types.” While
Brad’s still connected to the

J
“The idea of getting
dressed up for a
red carpet and
hobnobbing with
industry types no
longer appeals
to him,” a source
says of Brad’s new
lifestyle.

Birthday Blues

Erika Jayne turns 50 on July 10, but she’s certainly in no mood to celebrate. According
to an insider, the Real Housewives of Beverly Hills star is a “nervous wreck, and no
wonder, since her world is crashing down around her.” Erika’s taken a brutal public
bashing in the wake of a new Hulu documentary, The Housewife and the Hustler, which
details the shady financial dealings of her estranged husband, Tom Girardi, including
allegations that the 82-year-old embezzled $20 million from his law firm to fund her
lavish lifestyle. “On top of that, she’s caught up in these bankruptcy proceedings
against Tom and could go underwater financially,” explains the insider. Thankfully,
Erika’s catty fellow housewives have sheathed their claws and rallied around her.
“She is so thankful for that,” the insider adds. “Erika’s determined to clear her name
and come out on the other side, but the future looks pretty bleak. She could
never have imagined her life would be such a nightmare at the big 5-0!”
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Summer Road Trip?
Don’t Forget These Essentials
Hitting the road this summer? Before you
roll out, make sure your packing list is
complete with all the necessities needed
to enjoy road trip season. Whether you’re
headed to the grandeur of the Grand
Canyon, the crisp mountain air of Colorado
or Florida’s soothing shores, take these tech
and fitness items along for the ride.

Power Up
Long car rides call for lots of on-the-road
entertainment. Keep up with Instagram,
YouTube and your favorite podcast with
Anker Chargers. The PowerCore Metro
Essential provides up to 96 hours of power
for use over extended periods, while the
two USB Type-A ports and PowerIQ deliver
charge rapidly to two devices at once.

Pack the Travel Vac
Spills are inevitable on a
road trip. Keep it clean
with the Eufy RoboVac
HomeVac. The cordless
handheld vacuum cleaner
is lightweight and charges
via USB, so it will always be
ready to pick up life’s little
messes.

A Quiet, Peaceful Ride
Get a break from classic road trip singalongs with SoundCore Life 2 Active
Noise Cancelling Wireless Headphones.
The adjustable padded headband and
memory-foam ear cushions are made with
durable soft leather and the active noise
cancellation reduces external noises for a
purer musical experience when traveling or
in loud environments.

Save 10%
site-wide!
Use code:
LTG2021

Relax & Unwind
Logging long days in
the car or on the hiking
trail? Give your muscles a
little TLC with the Power
Plate Mini. The portable
handheld massager
reduces pain, promotes
blood ﬂow and fascia
release and packs easily.

Curated Products for
On-The-Go Lifestyles

Red hot

Olivia
Wilde

Caitríona
Balfe

Amanda
Seyfried

Olivia gave us
ballerina vibes
wearing a top knot
bun and a ladylike
Valentino gown at
the Critics’ Choice
Awards.

At the Vanity
Fair Oscar Party,
the Irish beauty
made an elegant
statement in a
structured Prabal
Gurung number.

Belle of the ball!
Amanda opted
for a princess-like
Armani Privé dress
and Forevermark
gems for the
Oscars.
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STARS STUN
IN RAVISHING
RED LOOKS

Madelyn
Cline
Southern charm!
The Outer Banks
star rocked a
curve-hugging
Versace mini at the
MTV Movie & TV
Awards.

Kehlani
Clad in a daring
Tony Ward
creation with
cutouts and
sparkling Bvglari
jewelry, Kehlani
turned heads
at the Billboard
Music Awards.

Alexandra
Shipp
Retro stunner!
The actress stunned
at the Tribeca Festival
wearing a
beautiful vintage
frock and strappy
metallic heels.
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OUR FASHION EDITORS MAKE THE CALL

Kendall
Did!

Kendall
Jenner vs.
Jaime Xie
We liked Jaime’s crop
sweater paired with
her Reformation
newsprint pants, but
her peep toe heels
looked out of place.

Elle
Did!

Dakota
Did!
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Amber
Valletta
vs. Elle
Fanning

Dakota
Johnson
vs. Lucy
Hale

Amber kept her
Valentino design chic
and simple, whereas
Elle played on its ’70s
vibes — and totally
rocked it!

Both stars looked
stylish in their cool 7
For All Mankind jeans,
but Dakota elevated
the denim perfectly
with a power blazer.

defy
Defy hiding your
period — it’s natural.
Choose U by Kotex ,

U by Kotex®
Security® pads
Gentle on skin

designed to fit your
body and your mindset.

period or not,

®

U by Kotex®
CleanWear® pads
Move with you

® Registered Trademark or * Trademark of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. © KCWW.

NEWS IN

FAST
FRIENDS
LOS ANGELES, JUNE 18
Brothers for life! Tyrese Gibson and Vin Diesel
had a ball at the premiere of F9, where they
were joined by costars Charlize Theron, Chris
“Ludacris” Bridges, Anna Sawai, Jordana
Brewster, Shad “Bow Wow” Moss and Sung
Kang. “This is a movie people of all races and all
ages can enjoy,” Tyrese tells OK! of the latest
star-studded installment of the Fast & Furious
franchise. “It’s like a melting pot of love.”
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REFLECTING
ON PAIN
LOS ANGELES,
JUNE 18
Celebrity makeup
artist Jamie
Greenberg teamed up
with Excedrin to bring
her own #MyGraine
experience to life via
visual expression.

GO GREEN
AUSTIN, JUNE 19
Austin FC co-owner Matthew
McConaughey took the field
with fans before the team’s
match with the San Jose
Earthquakes.“I’m investing
my time, money and self into
legacy choices,” the actor said
of the soccer club.

BOY BAND BLEND
LOS ANGELES, JUNE 18
Remix! It was a Backstreet Boys/’NSync
mashup as Nick Carter, Lance Bass, AJ
McLean and Joey Fatone performed together
during Bingo Under the Stars at The Grove.

NEWS IN

FAMOUS FANS
LOS ANGELES, JUNE 17
All-star support! Drake and
Michael B. Jordan courted
attention while cheering
for pal LeBron James’
son Bronny’s high school
team, the Sierra Canyon
Trailblazers.
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STAND-UP GUY
QUEENS, N.Y., JUNE 19
Tracy Morgan wasn’t
afraid to work up a sweat
as he helped out at the
Food Bank For New York
City. “I’m happy to be
able to give something
back to the community,”
the comedian’s said of his
volunteer work for the
non-profit organization.
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POSTER GIRL
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 17
Pop stars unite! Ashlee Simpson made a
stop at Peacock’s Girls5eva Karaoke Bus
in support of the girl group comedy’s
“5YC” Emmy campaign.
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LOOKING BACK

COUNTRY
STRONG
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 18
Spotted! Kacey Musgraves went out to grab a juice with her new
beau, writer Cole Schafer. The Grammy winner, who split from
husband Ruston Kelly last July, was previously linked to Nashvillebased doctor Gerald Onuoha.
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CUTE
COUPLET
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 20
Padma Lakshmi and her new boyfriend, poet
Terrance Hayes, were all smiles on a sunny outing.
The Top Chef host split from Adam Dell, with whom
she shares 11-year-old daughter Krishna, earlier this
year after dating on and off since 2009.
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RAISE THE ROOF

PLAYING GOD
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 20
Scrubbing in! Kelsey
Grammer, Julia Stiles and
writer/director Austin Stark
hung out at the premiere
after-party for their medical
ethics thriller, The God
Committee, at Sixty Soho’s
Butterfly lounge.

STAR POWER

TASTE TEST
MASHANTUCKET,
CONN., JUNE 19
Life is sweet for
DJ Pauly D, who
prepared to dig into
dessert at Foxwood
Resort Casino’s
Sugar Factory.

NEWS IN

Photos
THAT’S
HOT!
CROWD PLEASER
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 17
Can he get a round of applause?
Chris Martin was ecstatic as he and
Coldplay helped bring live music (and
an audience!) back to the Today plaza
after 477 days. “It’s just wonderful,”
said the singer. “We forget that’s the
main part of our band — it’s people.”

WHAT A CHARACTER
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 15
Fresh off the success of the
Friends reunion special, Lisa
Kudrow got back to work on the
set of the new Disney + movie
Better Nate Than Ever.
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LOVE & BASKETBALL

LEG IT OUT
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 14
Newly single LaLa
Anthony got photo shoot
ready with the help of
Veet Gel Hair Removal
Cream for smooth skin.

NEW
HORIZONS
SOUTH AFRICA, JUNE 14

PHOTO: MICHAEL SIMON

She’s all hat and then some! “Travelling around the
world with my best friend — I can’t wait to share all
of the amazing sights I’m seeing with you,” gushed
Paris Hilton, as she enjoyed a romantic getaway
with fiancé Carter Reum.
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STYLISH
STROLL
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 17
Sophia Bush and her boyfriend, Grant Hughes, walked
hand in hand from their hotel to the 2021 Tribeca
Festival premiere of her movie False Positive.
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ACTING OUT
LONDON, JUNE 12
Sandra Oh and Fiona Shaw
filmed the fourth and final season
of Killing Eve. Could there be
a happy ending for Eve and
Villanelle (Jodie Comer)? “No,”
said Sandra, “and I think that’s
what makes great drama.”

POOL PARTIERS
MIAMI
What a view! Siesta Key’s
Juliette Porter (left) and
Amanda Miller hung out
with powerhouse lawyer
Russ Berman at the
1 Hotel.

SHADY CHARACTERS

INSIDE MY HOME

Strike a pose! With tons of
natural light and artsy decor, the
star’s home makes the ideal photo
shoot location.

Outside, there’s a large heated
pool, shower and original
circular fireplace.

JULIE BOWEN’S

MIDCENTURY MARVEL
THE EMMY-WINNING ACTRESS’ DESIGNER DIGS JUST HIT THE MARKET
ulie Bowen is ready for her next chapter!
With the star’s long-running sitcom,
Modern Family, wrapping up last
September, she’s making some changes on
the personal front, too, listing her stunning
L.A. property. The actress, 51, picked up
the 3,212-square-foot pad in 2017, shortly
after splitting from her husband, Scott Phillips,
with whom she shares son Oliver, 14, and 12-yearold twins John and Gustav. Designed by
renowned Case Study architect Thornton Abell in
1959, the residence received a complete overhaul
in the early 2000s by then-owner Jonah Wilson,
whose dad is Beach Boys cofounder Carl Wilson.
It was then bought by Gregory Peck’s widow
Veronique Passani, and their son Tony, an actor

J

and screenwriter, eventually sold it to Julie.
However, the mansion’s showbiz pedigree is far
from its only highlight. Nestled in the Hollywood
Hills, the four-bed, four-bath spread boasts
original teak cabinetry, several stone
fireplaces and walls of glass offering
idyllic canyon and treetop views.
Additional A-list amenities include
a stone-and-glass-walled carport,
a detached gym, a high-end
kitchen and a barbecue area,
all of which could be yours for
a cool $3.85 million. And
remember: You don’t have to
be in the entertainment industry
to make an offer!

INSTAGRAM/@ITSJULIEBOWEN

No pants, no problem: The master bathroom
leads straight to the walk-in closet.

“Zoom table
read glamour,”
Julie joked
about video
conferencing
from her
bathroom in
basketball
shorts.

The playroom
features quirky,
colorful touches.

What an
entrance!
Guests arrive
through a
garden atrium,
complete with
a fountain.

New roomie alert: Last November, Julie
introduced Gertrude, her “family’s therapy
dog,” on Instagram.

INSTAGRAM/@ITSJULIEBOWEN

Getting funky! The living room is furnished with
several statement-making pieces.

SWEET
SPOT:
THE 1-ACRE
PROPERTY
TS
SI RIGHT OFF
OF ICONIC
MULHOLLAND
DRIVE.

INSTAGRAM/@ITSJULIEBOWEN

The Happy Gilmore star kept the vibe in
the master bedroom chic and minimal.

Those aren’t
the Dunphys!
Julie posed
for a sweet
snap with her
three boys on
her eldest’s
birthday.
“They are the
center of my
life,” she’s
gushed about
her kids.

A wet bar and dining area are
adjacent to the living room,
while a breakfast nook sits at
the end of the kitchen.

Patio perfection! The
terrace was built for
entertaining.
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BEN & JEN

BACK ON THE
BIG SCREEN?
ans aren’t the only
ones excited about
Jennifer Lopez and
Ben Affleck’s reunion!
Since rekindling their
romance in May, the
couple has “received
a ton of scripts to star together in
rom-coms and other flicks — and
they’re actually considering it.
The idea of working together on
a movie sounds very intriguing,”
a source tells OK!, adding that
despite the failure of their last
joint projects — 2003’s Gigli and
2004’s Jersey Girl were critically
panned — they feel confident

F
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about coming together again
on-camera. “Gigli was a disaster,
but Hollywood has a short-term
memory, and Jennifer and Ben
feel they have it in them to give it
another shot and do it better.”
In fact, one script has
particularly caught Jennifer’s
interest. “It’s about a couple who
reunite years after they screwed
it up the first time,” dishes the
source. “It sounds familiar, and
that’s why she feels it would be
fun to do.” Ben, 48, is on board
too. “Jennifer had to convince
him that it was a great idea, but it
didn’t take much, just some love

and teasing,” says the source.
“Anyone who knows Jennifer
also knows she likes to do
business with the men she dates,
and Ben is no exception.”
While they’re excited about
what the future holds, Ben and
Jennifer, 51, are also being
cautious. “They’re not rushing
things,” notes the source.
“They’re basking in the romance
and want to allow their
relationship to develop before
officially signing on to a joint
project,” the source continues.
“It feels so right this time — they
don’t want to mess anything up.”

TORI & DEAN’S

DOMESTIC DRAMA
In the doghouse! Tori Spelling and
Dean McDermott are no strangers
to oversharing. But the BH90210
alum’s recent confession that
they’re sleeping in separate beds
has her hubby seriously peeved,
an insider tells OK! During a June
16 SiriusXM interview, the mom of
five, 48, revealed that she’s been
curling up at night with her brood
while Dean’s banished to another
room. “That was taking the TMI a
step too far, even for him,” spills
the insider, who says the couple’s
roller-coaster 15-year marriage has
hit yet another rough patch. “Tori’s
unhappy because she feels Dean
doesn’t pay enough attention to

her and doesn’t help around the
house enough. It’s a constant
source of irritation for her,”
explains the insider. Dean,
54, who recently returned
from a six-month film
shoot, “thought they
were actually in a far
better place, so
this came as quite
a shock,” adds the
insider. “Tori airing
their dirty laundry was
a real kick in the teeth,
but annoyed as he is, Dean
knows he’ll have to be on his
best behavior before Tori allows
him back into the bedroom!”

TOM

STILL WOOING HEIDI!
model husband! It’s
been two years
since Heidi Klum
and Tom Kaulitz tied
the knot, but he’s
still working
overtime to keep their
romance alive. “Tom is like a
teenager in love, always
organizing sweet date nights
and showering Heidi with
thoughtful little gifts,” shares
a friend, who says the Tokio
Hotel guitarist, 31, especially
loves adding to the former
Victoria’s Secret model’s
collection of sexy lingerie.
One of the things that
attracted Heidi to Tom was

A
“Tom often
brings Heidi
breakfast in
bed or will
show up with
a Big Mac,
fries and Coke
— her guilty
pleasures!”
says a pal.

that he’s “a super romantic
guy,” dishes the pal,
explaining that the rocker
sends the Project Runway
alum, 48, huge bouquets
of roses — “her favorite
flower”— at least once a week
and leaves “cute notes hidden
around the house” when he
has to go out of town. “Heidi
is a sucker for love, so the
sweet gestures never get old,”
continues the friend, noting
that the duo never shies
away from PDA or singing
each other’s praises. “Despite
their age difference, they’re a
perfect match.” Cut from the
same cloth, indeed!

COUPLES NEWS

HAILEY & JUSTIN

ALL GROWN UP!

NEW PRODUCTS!

An insider says the Biebers made a
great impression on the president
and his wife, saying, “They all really
enjoyed their conversation.”

INSTAGRAM/@JUSTINBIEBER

Could Justin and Hailey Bieber have a future
career as foreign diplomats? If their recent trip to
Paris, where they charmed French President
Emmanuel Macron and his wife, Brigitte, is any
indication, perhaps! According to an insider, the
singer, 27, and model, 24, were thrilled with their
recent getaway to the City of Lights, where
Macron invited them to help celebrate the
annual Fête de la Musique. “The couple was so
excited to be asked to the Élysée Palace [on
June 21],” the insider says. “The president and his
wife couldn’t have been more accommodating.
They talked about their favorite musical artists,
and Justin was flattered to hear that Macron was
a fan of his and knew his songs. And Brigitte
complimented Hailey on her dress and shoes.”
The foursome also discussed more serious
topics, like cyberbullying and depression, which
Justin admittedly suffers from. “Justin and Hailey
came off as very mature and knowledgeable,”
adds the insider. “They’re not kids anymore, and
they make a great team.”

LOVE BITES

WORK WOES
Duty calls! Prince Harry and Meghan Markle hoped
to have lots of quality time to bond with their new
baby, but a source says the pair realized they’ll have
to be a lot more hands-on with their business and
charity projects. Harry, 36, and Meghan, 39, who
announced they were taking up to five months off
after welcoming daughter Lilibet Diana in early
June, “assumed they could do the bare minimum and
just attend the occasional Zoom meeting maybe
once or twice a week,” the source spills. In addition to
the power couple’s lucrative deals with Netflix and
Spotify — reportedly worth a whopping $175 million
— to produce films, documentaries and podcasts,
Harry landed gigs at two nonprofits in March. “The
work is piling up, and certain deadlines can’t be
missed,” notes the source. While the Sussexes will
still have downtime with Lilibet and her brother,
Archie, 2, “they won’t get to kick back on the beach
as much as they’d like,” the source adds. “They may
have bitten off more than they can chew!”

IT’S OVER!
Khloé Kardashian and
Tristan Thompson have
called it quits (again) not
long after the Boston
Celtics player was
accused of cheating on
the reality star… again.
ENGAGED!
On June 19, Jersey Shore’s
Ronnie Ortiz-Magro
proposed to Saffire Matos
on a beach in L.A. “Thank
you for sticking by my side
through thick and thin,” he
gushed to his girlfriend of
over a year.

INSTAGRAM/@REALRONNIEMAGRO

HARRY & MEGHAN’S

BABY JOY!
The Hills: New
Beginnings star
Kaitlynn Carter and her
boyfriend of one year,
designer Kristopher
Brock, are expecting
their first child: a boy!

CBD from Full-Spectrum Hemp Extract
Check our CBD Quality at: IrwinNaturals.com/Verify
For over 27 years, Irwin Naturals has formulated best-in-class supplements that address a wide
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COVER STORY
he’s one of
the most
beloved stars in
Hollywood. But
those who know
Sandra Bullock
best admit that
there’s more to
the A-lister than

That’s an understatement. From

PERFECT
MATCH
“Sandra and Bryan
have a very special
connection,” says
the source. “He’s
her true love.”

says the source. “The aircraft was
wrecked, but Sandra and everyone
else walked away unharmed.” The
terrifying accident still haunts the
star, adds the source: “There’s not
a day that goes by that she doesn’t
appreciate what she has.”
Sandra went on to find great
personal and professional success,
marrying Monster Garage alum
Jesse James, 52, and winning an
Oscar for her role in The Blind
Side in 2010. But months later,
Sandra’s life came to a screeching
halt when she filed for divorce
from Jesse after five years of
marriage following reports he had
cheated on her with multiple
women. “It was one of the scariest
and loneliest times of her life,”
recalls the source. “Sandra wanted
to disappear.”
But she couldn’t. The actress
had secretly been in the process
of adopting a baby boy (Louis,
now 11). “She knew she needed to
be there for her child,” says the
source, explaining that the
newborn had begun living with her
that January. “Sandra and Jesse
started the adoption process
together, but when she found out
about his double life, she
scooped up her little boy, got
her things and walked out,”

SANDRA

Happines
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DESPITE COUNTLESS
SETBACKS, SANDRA
BULLOCK HAS STAYED
STRONG — AND FOUND
FOREVER LOVE WITH
LONGTIME BEAU
BRYAN RANDALL

TOTAL PACKAGE
“Sandra gets a lot
of respect from
her peers because
she’s so normal and
kind and genuine,”
says a source of
the star.

ss At Last

COVER STORY
the source continues. “She was afraid
Jesse might try for custody of Louis
and was prepared for a battle.”
Luckily, Jesse backed down quietly.
Sandra finalized Louis’ adoption as a
single mom — without the fight she
was dreading. Adds the source, “She
hasn’t spoken to Jesse in years, but
she’s done holding a grudge. She’s let
go of the past and moved on.”

FAMILY OF FOUR
Bryan fits into Sandra’s life
perfectly. “He’s super
kind. For the kids, he’s sort
of No. 1 and I’m No. 2,”
she’s gushed. “But I get it
because he’s more fun and

COMING TOGETHER
In 2015, Sandra adopted her second
child, a daughter named Laila, now 9,
who had been living in foster care.
“Friends will tell you that
motherhood changed her life,”
shares the source. “Sandra feels
fulfilled and finds every day new and
exciting.” In addition to helping Louis
and Laila with their homework, fixing
them snacks and playing games,
Sandra makes it a point to talk
openly with her kids about what’s
going on in the world. “She believes
that being honest and forthright will
make them kind and confident,”
explains the source. “And her way is
working because they are strong and
caring individuals.”
But Sandra doesn’t do it on her
own. For the last six years, she’s had
photographer
boyfriend

Bryan Randall, 55, by her side. “Bryan
is a wonderful father figure. He’s so
patient and kind with Louis and Laila
and always helps with whatever they
need — even when he’s tired,” gushes
the source, noting that Sandra is
totally comfortable leaving Bryan
with the kids while she needs to go
to work on location. “She feels so
lucky to have him in her life.”
While the two have always
appeared to swear off marriage, it
seems their feelings recently
changed. “They’re talking about tying

the knot either later this summer or
this fall, maybe in Austin where she
has property,” spills the source, adding
that Louis and Laila are eager for
them to become husband and wife.
“The kids have an innate sense of how
things should be and, as Sandra has
learned, they’re usually right,” the
source continues. “At the end of the
day, Sandra feels like she’s faced her
demons and is ready for her next
chapter. She loves Bryan and can’t
imagine life without him.”

JESSE:

PEOPLE STILL

S

on social media over his infidelity. “The easy [put-

the farther you get, the more they love it.” While Jesse admits he feels
“remorseful” for hurting Sandra (he blames his cheating on “ego,
loneliness and resentment”), the West Coast Choppers founder thinks it’s
unfair that he’s still being vilified. “Yeah, I did cheat on my wife. In general,
both women and men cheat. It’s part of life,” explained Jesse. “But I stood
up and took accountability for it and apologized. And that’s end of story.”
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MUST
FOR FEET
That’s Only
$15.00.
T

HEAT
HAS ITS
BENEFITS

he game plan for softer, moisturized, strappy-sandals-ready feet hinges
on a heated treatment that was once reserved for your twice-a-year fancy
spa-day. Now, you can do it at home.

ALL NATURAL. WITH ANTIOXIDANT, VITAMIN-RICH
INGREDIENTS
Found in nature, perfected in the lab Parasilk’s
Beauty Hot Paraffin Foot Mask — infused with
organic extra virgin coconut oil, argan oil, marula
oil and vitamin e — hydrates, soothes, protects,
and rejuvenates worn, dry and cracked feet
better than non-heated treatment.

SUPER HYDRATING INTENSIVE
CARE TREATMENT FOR DRY,
CRACKED FEET
Heat. Treat. Repeat™. Changing the status quo
of traditional paraffin wax treatments that take
hours to heat, have a messy application and
often are deemed unsanitary. Parasilk’s® Hot
Foot Mask heats in minutes, is completely
self-contained, hygienic and easy to use.

Parasilk’s Beauty Hot Paraffin
Foot Mask is better than
non-heated treatments as heat
provides better absorption.

Made in the USA and free of toxins including parabens, sulfates and dyes.

Shutterstock

Use 15BOOTS at checkout for discount.

Almost 50% off the Regular Price of $29.95. Parasilk.com

SPOTLIGHT

HOLLYWOOD HEARTTHROBS

Where Are
They Now?
OK! HAS THE SCOOP
ON WHAT YOUR
FAVORITE POSTER
BOYS ARE UP TO TODAY

Joey
Lawrence
As the well-meaning dimwitted brother on
hit ’90s show Blossom, Joey became a flannel-

15 years — in
2020.
Whoa!

Jason
Priestley
Jason logged ten solid years — the entire span of the ’90s, in fact
— as good guy Brandon Walsh on Beverly Hills, 90210. He’s since
been a professional race car driver, tried his hand at directing
and gone back to his Canadian roots as a Toronto-based
crime-solver in the show Private Eyes. But Jason, 51, could never
quite quit his infamous zip code, returning for his breakout’s
cheeky reboot, BH90210, in 2019.
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Kirk Cameron
He earned teen hunk cred as smooth talker Mike
Seaver on Growing Pains, but now he’s more
known for gabbing about religion and “family
values.” A born-again Christian, Kirk, 50, stars in
and produces faith-based movies, espouses
biblical values and leads Christian marriage
workshops — and recently ruffled feathers with
controversial statements about gay marriage.

Freddie
Prinze Jr.
Freddie became a bona fide genre-crossing movie
star, thanks to teen classics I Know What You Did Last
Summer and She’s All That. But marriage and family
with his Summer costar, Sarah Michelle Gellar, gave
the heartthrob new priorities: “I love being a full-time
father,” he said in 2018. “I’m basically retired.” Luckily,
the occasional producer and voice actor, 45, found
time for a lead role in this year’s Punky Brewster
reboot. Punky power!

Michael
Murray
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SPOTLIGHT

The former teen idol was
seen walking his dogs in
L.A. on June 20 — marking
the first time he’s been
photographed since 2013!

Jonathan Taylor
Thomas
Home Improvement’s resident cherub-cheeked cutie,
JTT ditched the hit show before its much-watched 1998
series finale and went on to pursue higher education,
studying at the Ivy League’s Harvard and Columbia. But
the 39-year-old has made a few tentative returns to
Hollywood: He’s appeared alongside former TV dad
Tim Allen in Last Man Standing and snagged a spot on
the SAG-AFTRA National Board. Not exactly Tiger Beat,
but we’ll take it!

Scott
Baio
Scott, 60, brought loads of affable
charm to the ’70s and ’80s sitcoms
Happy Days and Charles in Charge.
But in recent years, the actor sparked
controversy when his Charles costar
Nicole Eggert claimed he sexually
assaulted her when she was a teen
(which he denies). He’s also come under
fire for provocative political comments
and has insisted he “genuinely…[does]
not care” if he “never work[s] again.”
Not so happy days!

Mark-Paul
Gosselaar
In 1992, Mark-Paul said so long to Saved by
the Bell’s Bayside High and his myriad
schemes as troublemaker Zack Morris. But
the prolific TV actor and Mixed-ish star, 47,
signed on for the show’s 2020 reboot — in
which Zack’s become the California
governor! — and even hosts a podcast,
Zack to the Future, that looks back at the
cultural-touchstone series. Sounds like the
ultimate ’90s “timeout!”
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Devon
Sawa
Devon was an in-demand ’90s hunk after hits like Casper
and Idle Hands. But in his mid-twenties, the actor, 42,
took a six-year break from Hollywood, admitting that he
“really thought about giving it up completely.” (Eventually,
he circled back and “swore that I would only do stuff that
makes me happy.”) Luckily, teen stardom wasn’t Devon’s
Final Destination: He’s since found steady TV and film
work — including a return to his horror roots — and is
thankful for his Teen Beat past, stating, “I’m forever
grateful [for] all the stuff that got me here.”

Leif
Garrett
He was a child star in the ’70s and a mega pop idol by his
teens, going on to woo some of Hollywood’s most
in-demand starlets, from Tatum O’Neal to Justine
Bateman — until personal turmoil in the ’90s, including drug
arrests and rehab stays, derailed his career. But Leif, 59, got
sober, returned to his music-making roots and has said he’s
“just taking things one day at a time…That feels good.”

Andrew
Keegan
TV, appearing on everything from
Full House and Boy Meets World to
7th Heaven and Party of Five. Likely
best remembered for playing the
scheming jerk in 10 Things I Hate
About You, Andrew, 42, did a major
about-face, founding Full Circle, a
about spirituality,” the star recently explained. Lucky for fans,
he’s also still acting and has said he’s “very much looking
forward” to future roles.
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CELEB CHEFS
With Chef Judy Joo

KITCHEN
CONFESSION
James Beard
Award winner
Eric tells Judy he
always wanted to
be a chef at a fine
dining restaurant.
“I’m living my
dream,” he says.

CHEF ERIC RIPERT

CELEBRITY CHEF JUDY JOO TALKS TO ERIC RIPERT OF THE FAMED NEW YORK CITY
RESTAURANT LE BERNARDIN ABOUT RETURNING TO FORM AFTER THE PANDEMIC
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IT’S GREAT
TO BE BACK
IN BUSINESS

doing takeout.
We decided not to do that because I
don’t believe Le Bernardin food is
of our people and we put together
400 meals a day for the doctors and
nurses who were coming from out of
state and staying nearby.
Does it feel like things are
returning to normal?
New York is coming back very
quickly. Restaurants are a big
part of what makes it so
attractive. Nobody wants to be
home anymore and it feels
good to have that energy again.
Le Bernardin has such a loyal
clientele. Why do you think that is?
We’ve been open since 1986, so you
have our loyal clients coming, and
then their children and now their
grandchildren! It’s a great vibe. What
I love about the young people coming
in is they are very elegant. The men
are wearing ties and the women wear
beautiful dresses. Everybody wants to
be beautiful and celebrate.

How did you cope during lockdown?
I was naive at first, thinking Le
Bernardin would be able to reopen a
month later. I decided to start a
GoFundMe for the staff. Our goal was
to raise $200,000 and we made
$240,000 right away.

You’re also the Vice Chairman of the
board for City Harvest.
It’s an honor to be in that position.
We recently made a pledge that for
every client who comes to Le
Bernardin, we’re giving five dollars to
City Harvest. We’ve been able to feed
more than 90,000 people so far.

How about on a personal level?
The day after the restaurant closed,
my wife and I went to City Harvest’s
mobile market in the South Bronx
and distributed food to those in need.
We wanted to help the community.
When things got really bad, I moved
with my family to the countryside. I
tried to stay as strong as I could for
my son.

Can you share a career highlight?
In 1994, I got my first four-star review
in the New York Times. That’s a big
deal because that can make you or
break you. And then we got three
stars from Michelin, which is the
max, and that was a big highlight.

“My favorite [dish]
is whatever is in
season,” Eric says
of the elegant
plates at Le
Bernardin.

PHOTO: DANIEL KRIEGER

What inspired you to write your new
cookbook, Vegetable Simple?
I’ve done six about seafood and I
wanted to do one about vegetables. I
do a lot of very simple recipes that
elevate them. I’m not sick of seafood,
but on the weekends, after eating it
for lunch and dinner every day, I can
use a little break!
OK!
Chef Judy Joo
Follow chef Judy Joo on Instagram @judyjoochef

SERVES

4
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L

e Bernardin chef Eric
Ripert remembers the
first few weeks of the
pandemic like they were
yesterday. “We closed the
restaurant on March 13,
2020. It was devastating,”
says the French culinary icon. “I was
especially concerned about the
employees who live paycheck to
paycheck.” The upscale New York
City seafood eatery (power couple
John Legend and Chrissy Teigen and
actor Richard Gere are regulars)
reopened twice as Covid wreaked
havoc on the hospitality industry but
has now returned to full capacity. “It’s
very good news,” says Eric. “Our
clientele has been so supportive. It’s
incredible.” Chef Judy Joo talks to the
Vegetable Simple author about
surviving lockdown, his work with
City Harvest and his career highlights.

GRANDMA’S BYALDI
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS
4.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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BODY

HALLE
BERRY
At 54, Halle is in
her healthy
eating habits
(she’s been
following the
low-carb,
diet for years)
and daily sweat

2011

Thomas. They do MMA-inspired
routines along with strength training
and boxing moves. “Boxing is still
considered one of the best full-body
workouts,” noted the Oscar winner.
“I always learn a new way to
challenge myself and work new
muscles.”

2011
NOW

UNION
According to
Elle, adopting a
plant-based
alkaline diet at
age 50 helped
“My skin looked
tighter, dewier
and plumper,”
she revealed. “I
started to lose
because my
sugar cravings

2011

digestion improved. I felt more
emotionally balanced.” Now, the
57-year-old eats “beautiful, whole,
natural foods,” practices meditation
and yoga regularly and gets outside
as much as possible (wearing SPF, of
course!). “The immune system,”
she’s said, “is very much boosted by
sunshine.”
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NOW

The ridiculously
youthful
48-year-old has a
few tricks up her
sleeve for looking
and feeling fierce.
She exercises
regularly,
combining cardio
with strength
training and
Pilates, eats clean
(she follows an
“almost vegan
diet” and steers
clear of gluten, soy
and dairy) and
NOW
drinks a gallon of
water a day. But
she’s said her best anti-aging tip is setting
boundaries. “[It’s] the ability to say no, no and
hell no,” the Bring It On alum revealed. “We run
ourselves ragged saying yes to every freaking
thing. A lot of people call it selfish, but I don’t
have any wrinkles!”

AGELESS!

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES A
DECADE MAKE? FOR THESE
STARS, HARDLY A THING! OK! HAS
THEIR STAY-YOUNG SECRETS

CHRISTIE
BRINKLEY
It’s hard to
first Sports
Illustrated
Swimsuit cover
more than 40
years ago! She
credits a
keeping her
2011
beautiful from
the inside out. “I
want as many colors as possible. The
deep green, the leafy greens, the
purples in the skin of the grapes… are
all the ingredients that do wonderful
things to your skin,” she shared. She
also exfoliates every day, noting, “It’s
really contributed to my skin feeling
fresh and smooth.”

2011
NOW

LOPEZ
LUCY LIU
“What you eat
outside,” the
alum, 52, has
a spell, Lucy
switched to
vegetarianism
make a lot of

2011

them, so I eat with him because
he loves sharing food,” she
explained. The star also likes
quinoa porridge and a soup she
makes with red dates, lotus root
and lion’s mane mushrooms. Her
philosophy is simple: “Drink lots
of water, eat lots of fresh fruits
and vegetables and meditate.”

NOW

Clean living
has clearly
done wonders
for Jennifer, 51.
“I don’t drink,
or smoke, or
have caffeine.
That really
wrecks your
skin as you get
older,” she
revealed. The
superstar
— who works
out every day
alternating
NOW
between
dance cardio
sessions, weight training and core work (have you
seen those abs?) — has said sleep is her real
secret weapon. “I can’t stress this enough,” she
noted. “Ideally, I would love to get nine or 10
hours of sleep, but either way, I always make sure
I get at least eight.” Not bad for one of the
hardest working women in Hollywood.
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Dana’s Cereal
Bowl Cookies
are just one of
the treats
featured in her
debut
cookbook,
Dana’s Bakery:
100 Decadent
Recipes for
Unique
Desserts,
available July 6
wherever books
are sold.

YIELDS:
24 COOKIES
TOTAL TIME:
30 MIN.
SKILL LEVEL

DANA POLLACK’S

CEREAL BOWL COOKIES
Ingredients
• 2 cups sweetened
fruit cereal (Fruity
Pebbles are
preferred)
• 3 cups all-purpose
flour
• 1/4 tsp salt
• 1 tbsp baking powder
• 2 sticks (1 cup)
unsalted butter,
softened
• 1 1/2 cups granulated
sugar
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• 3 large eggs
• 1 tbsp vanilla extract
• 1 cup white chocolate
chips
• 2 cups oat cereal with
marshmallows (Lucky
Charms are
preferred)
Pro tip: Need a
gluten-free version?
Replace the
all-purpose flour to a 1
to 1 gluten-free flour.

Directions
4. Preheat the oven to 350
degrees. Line a large baking
sheet with parchment paper.
2. Place the fruit cereal into a
food processor and process
until it is ground. Set aside. In a
large mixing bowl, combine the
flour, salt and baking powder.
3. In the work bowl of a
standing electric mixer fitted
with the paddle attachment,
cream the butter, sugar and
ground cereal for 3 to 5
minutes, or until light and fluffy.
Add the eggs and vanilla and

mix until combined.
4. Slowly add the flour mixture
and beat to combine. Stir in the
chocolate chips and oat cereal
with marshmallows until just
incorporated.
5. Using a cookie scoop, form
cookies. Evenly space them on
the prepared baking sheet.
Bake for 8 to 10 minutes, or
until the edges are slightly
golden and the centers are still
soft. These cookies will stay
fresh for 1 week at room
temperature.

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM DANA’S BAKERY BY DANA POLLACK, PAGE STREET PUBLISHING CO. 2021. PHOTO CREDIT: JESSE KORMAN
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hether you’re hanging by the
pool or hiking your favorite trails,
take summer crunchiness everywhere
you go. Keep the hungries at bay with
snacks that taste great and are good
for you too. Why settle for subpar
snacks this summer when you can enjoy
crunchtastic goodness from Shār Snacks,
Performance Inspired, Mozaics and
Veggiecopia?

Crunchy Goodness
Shār Snacks feeds your sweet
tooth and your need for crunch,
while also delivering the very best
ingredients possible. Dive into Shār
Snacks and enjoy a handcrafted mix
of almonds, blueberries, cashews,
cherries, pistachios, coconut ﬂakes,
cranberries and pecans.

Protein Powered Crunch
Give in to your chip craving this summer with
Performance Inspired Protein Tortilla Chips
in Mediterranean, Nearly Naked and Classic
ranch ﬂavors. Each bag of chips is packed with
30g of protein, hand-cooked and Keto-friendly.

Get That Veggie Crunch

The Unexpected Summer Snack

If variety is the spice of life, then get
ready to zest it up with Mozaics Organic
Popped Veggie Chips. The veggie-based
chips are popped, not fried and made
with green peas, yellow peas, potatoes
and black beans. Enjoy BBQ, Salsa and
Sea Salt ﬂavors.

Mix up your snack game with Veggicopia
Green Pitted Olives. Made with just a a
touch of olive oil and salt, Veggicopia
Olives are Paleo-friendly and are a natural
source of antioxidant nutrients with a low
glycemic index.

Save 10%
site-wide!
Use code:
LTG2021

Curated Products for
On-The-Go Lifestyles

KATE’S

NEW
GIG
true trailblazer!
L’Oréal Paris just
tapped Kate
Winslet as its
latest global
brand ambassador, and
the Oscar winner is
stepping into her new role
with an important goal: to
uplift women. “It’s taken
work to get to a place
where I make no apology
for who I am,” shares the
Mare of Easttown star.
“Sometimes, you may not
feel worth it at all,” she
adds, but ultimately, “that
is what makes us all
human.” Kate’s favorite
formula from the beauty
brand is a luxe, antioxidantrich, skin-firming serum —
which boosts your
complexion’s radiance, too.
OK!
You deserve it!

A

— Crista Lacqua

OK!

STYLE
WEEK
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L’Oréal Paris
Age Perfect Cell Renewal
Midnight Serum, $33,
walmart.com

SPONSORED

What’s Your

NEXT
LEVEL?
Ours is
Giving Back.

Next Level donates a
portion of all profits to
autism and the blind.

You buy.
We give.

Shutterstock

Fitness Water with
natural pH and electrolytes

drinknextlevel.com Available on Amazon.

STYLE WEEK
The Ruffle Backflip
in Garden Party,
$125

The Ruffle Oasis
Bikini Top in
Menagerie, $65

The Beach
to Brunch
Wrap Skirt
in Garden
Party, $95

What’s
Right Now!
The Wanderlust
Bikini Top in
Marguerite, $65

THE LIMITED EDITION RIFLE PAPER CO. X
SUMMERSALT SWIM COLLECTION IS PROOF
THAT FLIRTY RUFFLES AND FLORALS ARE
ALL YOU NEED THIS SEASON

The Ruffle Oasis in
Menagerie, $125

The Ruched Swim Skirt in
Marguerite, $75

Jennifer
Garner
has been
spotted in

All available
at summersalt.com
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The Perfect Palazzo Pant in Menagerie, $95
By Crista Lacqua

CHRISHELL’S

SUMMER
STYLE

Each piece in
the realtor’s
10-piece curated
assortment with
the footwear
retailer is under
$100. Notes
Chrishell:
“Shoes don’t
need to break
the bank to be
amazing!”

ROCK CHRISHELL STAUSE’S TOP ACCESSORIES
WITH TRENDY PIECES FROM THE SELLING
SUNSET STAR’S NEW DSW PARTNERSHIP

Shiraleah
Lucia Ombre Tote, $50

Jessica Simpson
Jullury Sandal, $65
Lulu Townsend
Mirror Envelope Clutch, $35

Crown Vintage
Chacha Crossbody Bag in
Off White, $35

Vans
Ward Lo Deluxe
Sneaker in Yellow, $70

Mix No. 6
Mesha Sandal, $50

Marc Fisher
Hamora Sandal in
Gold Metallic, $60
All available
dsw.com
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STYLE WEEK FASHION

J.Crew
Smocked
Cotton
Poplin Dress
in Rose
Vines, $118,
jcrew.com

TREND
SPOTLIGHT:

SWF Smocked
Tie-Dye Maxi Dress
in Gold, $349,
saksfifthavenue.com

MAKE A CHARMING
STATEMENT IN A SUMMERY
FROCK THAT WILL NEVER
GO OUT OF STYLE

Rails Rumi SmockedBodice Midi Dress in
Ivory Sky, $198,
saksfifthavenue.com

Vici Smocked
Tiered Minidress
in Sun Kiss
Floral, $76,
modesens.com

SMOCK
By Crista Lacqua
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Zara
Textured Weave
Dress in Light Yellow,
$46, zara.com

Sunshine all
around! Kerry
Washington
radiates in a
cheerful rose
print dress
from J.Crew.

INSTAGRAM/@KERRYWASHINGTON

Abercrombie &
Fitch
Smocked
Squareneck Mini
Dress in Navy
Blue Check, $59,
abercrombie.com

Vero Meda
French Vanilla
Smocked Body-Con
Cotton Dress, $39,
nordstrom.com
Lost + Wander
Wander My Way Mini
Dress in Sky Blue/
White, $108,
shopbop.com

Madewell
Petite Eyelet Lucie Smocked
Mini Dress in Americana
Red, $128, madewell.com

Rose, $280, shonajoy.com
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STYLE WEEK BEAUTY

Sun

Multitasking
hero! Use this
antioxidantpacked spritz
(Ashley Graham is
a fan) to lightly tan
hands and feet.
St. Tropez
Self Tan Purity
Bronzing Water
Face Mist, $30,
us.sttropeztan.com

Blend bronzer
and highlighter
seamlessly with a
foolproof oval tool.
Artís
Next Generation Elite
Oval 7 Mirror, $75,
byartis.com

Boost skin’s
moisture while
achieving a rich,
medium bronze
all over.
Vita Liberata
Heavenly Tanning
Elixir, $44, ulta.com

ASHLEY GRAHAM

Its creamy texture and
gorgeous matte hue
make for the perfect
on-the-go staple.
Milk Makeup
Matte Bronzer, $30,
milkmakeup.com
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Apply a lightweight, pigmentrich formula wherever you
want a little extra glow.
Trish McEvoy
Bronzer Refill in Shade Perfect 1,
$34, trishmcevoy.com

By Crista Lacqua

A skincare must!
Brighten your
complexion with vitamin
C and hyaluronic acid
while boosting your tan.
James Read
Glow20 Facial Tanning
Serum, $33, revolve.com

n-Kissed Glow
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO SCORE THAT
GOLDEN, JUST-LEFT-VACAY LOOK
Reach for a curved brush to
highlight your collarbone or to
prevent smudges and streaks
while applying faux tanners.
Bondi Sands
Self Tan Body Brush, $15,
bondisands.com

Power couple! Contouring
and accentuating
cheekbones has never
been easier thanks to this
luxe cream-and-powder
duo.
Patrick Ta Beauty
Major Sculpt, $38, patrickta.com

Achieve a lit-from-within
finish with a gorgeous
shimmer highlighter.
Makeup by Mario
Soft Glow Highlighter, $28,
sephora.com

Create
sexy, smoky
lids with
chemical-free,
natural-tone
shadows.
Kaja
Beauty Bento
Bouncy
Eyeshadow Trio,
$21, sephora.com

Paint cheeks with a warm, rosy
sunkissed hue using this new
buildable cream blush.
Jane Iredale
Glow Time Blush Stick in Aura, $38,
janeiredale.com

Entertainment
BY MATT SULLIVAN

TV

From
foster care to
girlboss! “I didn’t
grow up with all
of this — I earned
it,” says Mia
Thornton.

THE REAL HOUSEWIVES OF POTOMAC
Premieres Sun., July 11, at 8 PM ET on Bravo

There will be break-ups, break-downs
and breakthroughs on the sixth
season of the roller-coaster reality
show. Karen Huger wonders if her
husband’s gone astray as Candiace
Dillard Bassett tests boundaries
by having her spouse manage her

T
S
E
BF THE
O
K
E
E
W
MARK
YOUR
CALENDAR
FOR THESE
MOVIES AND
SHOWS
YOU WON’T
WANT TO MISS!
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music career. Meanwhile, Dr. Wendy
Osefo deals with drama at home
while pursuing her dreams. Ashley
Darby, who recently welcomed
her second child, struggles with
balancing kids and romance, and
Robyn Dixon and Gizelle Bryant

WE THE PEOPLE

BIG BROTHER

Schoolhouse Rock
meets Hamilton!
Executive producers
Barack and Michelle
Obama are behind
this educational
animated series that
gives a remix to civics
lessons with songs
from stars like H.E.R.
and Bebe Rexha.
Sun., July 4,
on Netflix

The 23rd
season
of the
summer
staple
kicks off with a
live move-in special
hosted by Julie Chen
Moonves. Tune in
each week to see to
which roomie gets
the boot and who will
win the $500K prize.
Wed., July 7, at
8 PM ET on CBS

both question whether giving their
exes another shot was the right call.
Entrepreneur and married mom of
three Mia Thornton joins the cast —
and doesn’t waste any time getting
confrontational! Luckily, the cameras
are there to capture it all.

KEEPING UP
WITH THE
JONESES
Kris who? In this
event, a wealthy
widow (Vivica A.
Fox) protects her
family business
after she and her
stepdaughters are
threatened.
Thurs.,
July 8,
at 8 PM ET
on Lifetime

LEVERAGE:
REDEMPTION
A crooked
lawyer
(Noah
Wyle)
joins the
crew of reformed
criminals helping
citizens fight back
against corporate
and governmental
injustices on this
spinoff sequel series.
Fri., July 9, on
iMDBtv

GOSSIP GIRL
Jordan Alexander, Whitney Peak
Premieres Thurs., July 8, on HBO Max

Even Blair Waldorf and Chuck Bass would
be scandalized! This riveting reboot of
the beloved CW series follows a new
crew of spoiled brats on the Upper
East Side. No secret is safe as “Gossip
Girl” (again narrated by Kristen Bell)
returns after years offline, this time as
an anonymous Instagram account that
gives DeuxMoi a run for their money.
Expect more flamboyant fashion, more
socially conscious characters and more
boundary-pushing plotlines as the
influencer era gets the soap opera drama
it richly deserves.

Prep from drama!
It’s back to school at
Constance Billard
and St. Jude’s.

SHARK BEACH WITH
CHRIS HEMSWORTH
Mon., July 5, at 9 PM ET on National
Geographic

Chris and conservationist Valerie
Taylor are on a mission to tear down
stereotypes about sharks.

Move over, Aquaman! The Thor star goes on
an oceanic adventure in this documentary
special, which finds him taking a deep
dive (metaphorically and literally!) to learn
more about how to reduce the number
of human-shark encounters gone wrong.
Self-proclaimed “novice diver” Chris does
all of his own stunts, making a splash as
the marquee TV event kicks off National
Geographic’s six weeks of SharkFest
programming, which will also air on Nat Geo
Wild and Nat Geo Mundo.

MOVIE

SPONSORED CONTENT: BRAVO

“[Florence] is an
amazing scene
partner and she
has a fresh take
on everything,”
Johansson said of
the rising star.

Black Widow
Scarlett Johansson, Florence Pugh, Rachel
Weisz, David Harbour | PG-13 | July 9

After making the ultimate sacrifice in
Avengers: Endgame, Natasha Romanoff/
Black Widow (Johansson) finally gets her
own Marvel Cinematic Universe outing
with this eagerly-anticipated prequel. The
Avenger must confront her own past when
the Taskmaster — the villain who trained
her since birth to be a lethal assassin — now
wants to put her out of commission. It’s not
exactly a solo outing: Natasha teams up
with her estranged “family” of superspies
(Pugh, Weisz and Harbour) along the way
in an action-packed and emotional ride.
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THINGS WE’RE OBSESSED WITH
| T H E T R E N D S A- L I ST E R S A R E LOV I N G |
The property boasts
258 elegantly
appointed suites.

ON
ISLAND TIME
Dreaming of a Caribbean vacation? Get away the
right way and book a stay at Secrets St. Martin
Resort & Spa, the only all-inclusive property on the
French side of the island. Experience unlimited
luxury at the world-class destination, including
gourmet dining options, top-shelf spirits, 24-hour
room and concierge services, as well as endless
daytime activities and nightly entertainment. Plus,
with access to pristine white sand beaches and an
oceanfront whirlpool, you’ll be tempted to extend
your out-of-office message even longer! Learn more
at secretsresorts.com

Sponsored

SUMMER
SIPS
Island Bellini
It may not be the beach with your
toes in the sand, but this cocktail
by ALDI sommelier partner Sarah
Tracey will transport your taste
buds to a tropical oasis without
breaking the bank. This refreshing
beverage will have you saying
“Aloha” with a burst of tropical
fruit flavors, including the new
Vista Bay Mango Hard Seltzer.

*Makes 1 serving

ALDI-exclusive ingredients:

Recipe:

• Giambellino Peach Bellini
• Vista Bay Mango Hard Seltzer
• Nature’s Nectar Guava
Mango Juice
• Southern Grove Dried
Philippine Mango

• In a flute, combine 1/4 cup of chilled Nature’s Nectar
Guava Mango Juice and 1/3 cup of chilled Giambellino
Peach Bellini.
• Stir, and top with a generous splash of Vista Bay
Mango Hard Seltzer.
• Garnish with Southern Grove Dried Philippine Mango.

SWEET SCREENING
Real Housewives of Beverly Hills
star Crystal Kung Minkoff and her
husband, Rob, treated family and friends
to their first in-theater experience at
IPIC Theaters to kick off summer with
Thinful Guiltless Snack Mix.

A PERFECT 10
All part of her healthy routine:
Gold medal gymnast Gabby
Douglas fueled up post-workout
with a Hydration Watermelon
smoothie from Smoothie King.

ADVENTURE
AWAITS
Hit the gas — Camp Hox is in
session! Hip hotel chain The
Hoxton has transformed the
brand’s playful spirit and luxury
hospitality into an epic summer
road trip. With four international
routes to choose from, guests
travel in a kitted out camper van
(think: champagne, snacks, linens
and toiletries) that will take them
through scenic stops and
campsites before finishing at a
hotel property. thehoxton.com

If you love jewelry, you’ll love us!
Sparkling Splendor
Surround yourself with colorful sparkle with these
splendid amethyst earrings.

39

$

Plus Free Standard Shipping
1.89ctw African amethyst drop earrings in sterling silver.
Push-back closures.
Enlarged to show detail.

JTV Item: HNC042
To receive this special offer, use code AMETHYST39
800.913.0764 or visit jtv.com/hello
Visit jtv.com/tv to find JTV in your area.
jtv.com • #JTVjewelrylove
One coupon code per customer; one coupon code per order.
Offer valid through Aug 12, 2021 at 11:59p ET. While supplies last.

We hoped Katy Perry and
Orlando Bloom would grow
old together — but not this
fast! In a June RepresentUs
ad, the couple played futuristic
freedom fighters from 2055
who warn the residents of 2021
to defend their right to vote.

INSTAGRAM/@KATYPERRY

| W H AT E V E R Y O N E I S TA L K I N G A B O U T R I G H T N O W |

It’s Getting
THESE STARS USED MAKEUP TO ACCELERATE THE
FLASH FORWARD
“The process is three
hours and then it’s an
hour to take off,” Milo
Ventimiglia said of
becoming “Old Jack”
for a dream sequence
on This Is Us. Meanwhile,
his costar Mandy Moore
has been “Old Rebecca”
dozens of times. “I
love that I’m given this
opportunity to play this
character from 25 to
68,” she said. “So I don’t
begrudge the process
that goes along with it.”

ORIGINAL
PRANKSTER
Johnny Knoxville’s
tricky transformation into
86-year-old Irving Zisman in
Jackass Presents: Bad Grandpa
earned the comedy’s makeup
team an Oscar nomination.
“Without the makeup, the
movie doesn’t exist,”
noted Johnny.

SENIOR MOMENTS

g Old
AGING PROCESS

YOU’RE SO VEIN
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BUZZ

CELEBRITIES SAY
THE DARNDEST
THINGS
“I was like Robert
De Niro in Taxi Driver
in front of the mirror
practicing my ‘mother—’
because I had to say
it in front of him a lot
of times and it’s quite
intimidating.”

“No one was
sufficiently
prepared.
I wasn’t
sufficiently
prepared,
and I was
there.”

— SALMA HAYEK
ON HER FOUL-MOUTHED SCENES
WITH SAMUEL L. JACKSON IN HITMAN’S
WIFE ’S BODYGUARD

— REGÉ-JEAN PAGE
ON THE EROTIC SCENES IN
BRIDGERTON

“Eddie’s going to be in my life for
the rest of my life. We bicker still
like we’re married when we’re
not. We’re like sister wives. It’s
me and LeAnn and Eddie.”
— BRANDI GLANVILLE

“I recorded ‘Straight
Up’ in his little
shower, and in the
early masters that
were released, you
could actually hear
someone banging
from the next
apartment, going,
‘Shut up!’”
— PAULA ABDUL
ON RECORDING HER FIRST
HIT AT THE SONGWRITER’S
APARTMENT
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“For some time now, I’ve had… three
sections of a closet. So ‘You’re an
Embarrassment,’ there’s a section
that says ‘You’ve Gotta Do Better’ and
there’s a section that says ‘Yeah Baby,
You’re Really Doing This.’”
— JAMES CORDEN
ON MATCHING HIS WEIGHT LOSS TO HIS WARDROBE

“I totally loved Crocs
for a hot second, and in
one hang [Zoë Kravitz]
was like, you can’t ever
do that again. And I said,
‘OK, fine.’”

“I say you’re
welcome.”

— CHANNING TATUM
ON WHO CONVINCED HIM TO DITCH
HIS CROCS

— MADISON LECROY
ON BEN AFFLECK AND JENNIFER

“They say
the second
anniversary is
supposed to be
wood or paper
or something like
that. I went with
diamonds because
I’ve been gone
a lot.”
— CHRIS PRATT
ON HIS GIFT TO KATHERINE
SCHWARZENEGGER

Leo July 23—Aug. 22

MARGOT
ROBBIE
JULY 2

Cancer
June 21-July 22
All Moon phases directly affect
Cancer. The waning moon saps
your strength, the waxing
moon restores it and the Full
Moon makes you a bit barmy.
But the New Moon in your sign
on the 9th offers new hope.

what’s going on with the rest of the
Mars and Venus were last
world, you might notice that July 5 is
together in your sign in 2015 — and
National Workaholic Day. But odds are
what a time you (hopefully) had! If not, you won’t be taking it off.
don’t miss this chance for you and
your boo to join the passion planets in
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
making beautiful music together.
While opposite the cosmic
lovefest that’s lingering in Leo, you’re
Virgo Aug. 23—Sept. 22
pretty low on the lust-o-meter. Add to
It’s a sad truth that Virgo gets
that restrictive ruler Saturn in your
stuck with the stick-in-the-mud rep.
sign, and you’d really rather be
But your trine with Pluto retrograde in reading a good book, thank you.
Capricorn is loaded with chances for
change. Pluto, the planet of
Pisces Feb. 19—March 20
metamorphosis, can jazz up your
Few signs get mystical and
image.
misunderstood Pisces. But not
surprisingly, other intuitive water
Libra Sept. 23—Oct. 23
signs do. And vice versa. Currently,
You’re sextile with masculine
you might pick up on some distress
Mars and feminine Venus in Leo. Both signals coming from a Scorpio.
planets have different approaches to
sex. Mars rules arousal and passion —
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Aries plays second fiddle to no
one — unless it’s another fire sign or a
cat with a better fiddle! Holding court
Scorpio Oct. 24—Nov. 21
with both Venus and Mars in its sign is
Three strikes and you’re out!
king Leo. And by trine, you enjoy his
You’re either trine, sextile or square
many cosmic boons.
with all three current retrogrades —
Jupiter, Saturn and your very own
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
ruler, Pluto. It’s a case of too many
Taurus doesn’t handle betrayal
retrogrades spoiling the cosmic soup! well — and who would when square
with their ruler? Venus being yours,
Sagittarius Nov. 22—Dec. 21 you may feel furious that someone you
That lusty link with Leo lasts
trusted deceived you, even if you
another month. There’s so much heat ought to be over it.
in your trine with the Lion you might
head for cooler climes come the end
Gemini (May 21—June 21)
of July. Best to take along someone
So you’re two-faced! The twins
who can keep up with you!
come by this cosmically. You stay on
good terms with everyone because
Capricorn Dec. 22—Jan. 19
you can switch personalities at will.
If you can lift your nose from the But ruler Mercury in your sign wants
grindstone long enough to check out
you to become more direct.
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NUMBERS

Dogs she has, including senior rescue
Pasita, who has one eye.

URES
FUN, FAST FIGVORITE
A
ABOUT YOUR F IES
CELEBRIT

4
Languages she
speaks: Spanish,
English, French
and Italian. Next,
she wants to
learn Mandarin.

Year she made
headlines for
getting cozy
with Liam

EIZA’S NET WORTH

his engagement to
never talk about that,” she later
said of the incident, noting that
she keeps her dating life private.
Months she was
sidelined after
breaking her
collarbone on a
film set in 2018,
which she says
forced her to miss
out on big projects. “It changed the
trajectory of my career,” she admitted.

3

Songs on her
009 debut album
Contracorriente,
which reached No.
3 on the Mexico Top
00 Albums chart.
he started as a
nger before transitioning to
cting, which she says was “a more
organic choice for me.”
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555

Telenovela
episodes she’s
starred in
across three
Latin American
shows. After
moving to L.A.
in 2013, Eiza
said she was
“terrified of
auditioning
in English”
because of her
“insecurity of
coming from
soap operas.”

9,209,944
Population of Mexico City, where
she was born and spent most of
her childhood. She’s proud of
her heritage, saying, “All I care about
is representing Latina women in a
way where they feel proud.”

